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What is the connection between  the little  township of Bridgeness fifteen miles west of Edinburgh 
on the  coast  of the Firth of Forth, and the Greek  city of Pergamum in Asia Minor? The  answer  is 
Claudius Charax, who was a man  of many  parts. His main  claim  to fame  was as a historian, the 
author of two major  works  - the  Hellenica and  Chronica (of which 64 fragments survive, quoted 
by other writers). He was also the author of the following  epigram quoted by the Byzantine lexicon 
the Suda: 

I am Charax the priest, from Pergamum's holy citadel 
Where Telephus once fought with Achilles, destroyer 

of cities, 
Telephus blameless son of blameless Herakles. 

 
Charax will have served as priest  at  the great  sanctuary of Asclepius at Pergamum, for which he built a new 

propylon, or entrance porch, as we know from  an  inscription. Inscriptions from  Pergamum and  elsewhere 
show that he also had a distinguished career  in the  Roman imperial service,  a career that started off  as  
quaestor under the  emperor Hadrian (who  may  have  met   him  when  he  visited   Asia Minor  in AD 124) 
and  culminated in the consulship in AD 147. The  British connection? Early in the 140s Charax had been 
legate of Legion II Augusta in Britain when he served under the governor Quintus Lollius  Urbicus, builder 
of the turf  wall for  the  emperor Antoninus Pius,  which  replaced Hadrian's Wall  as the  frontier in the  
middle of the  second century. The men of the second under the command of Charax were  responsible for  
the  construction of  the  first four  and  a half  miles  of  the  wall.  This  we know  from  a famous inscription 
recording their labours, found in 1868 at Bridgeness on a little rocky promontory overlooking the Forth, which  had 
been  chosen  as the  starting point  of the work. The  right  hand  panel flanking the inscription shows a sacrificial 

scene  watched by the  legionaries, their  identity indicated by the inscription leg II Aug on the flag that one 

of them  holds. Nearby are the animals to be sacrificed in the solemn  rite of the suovetaurilia - a pig (sus), 
sheep (ovis) and  bull  (taurus). A flute  player  plays  lustily  on  a double pipe,   while  the  legate  of  the  legion  

pours a  preliminary libation on  the   altar. We  can   now,  120 years  after   the discovery of the  relief,  put  
a name to the  damaged face  - Aulus  Claudius Charax, soldier, statesman, historian and priest.  
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